Newsletter January-February
We started very well oﬀ into the new year. A new student from Germany joined our
Community. We also have a new Outdoor teacher which is very nice! In the first week we
went on a beautiful walk around a lake. There was a bit of snow and the lake was frozen
so it looked very pretty! We also went to a very nice Cafe and had some hot chocolat.
A visitor student from Slovakia joined us ass well for three weeks.
We have a new manager of Production and Exchange and few days ago we had a market
and sold a lot of our homemade honey. During the week a new student from California
also joined our Community.
In our Outside work the last three weeks we were
mainly working on cutting the trees which have fallen
at our creek in pieces and we were sawing a lot,
carrying wood up the hill and then also splinting the
wood so we could use it for the stove in our
schoolhouse for making fire. Now we have a very big
pile of splinted wood which looks very nice!
Today we went
on a walk on the frozen lake. It was beautiful and
there was some snow so it looked very pretty.
Luckily we had a lot of sunshine and nice weather.
We walked quite a bit on the lake and we also
went on the small islands in the lake :-) A lot of
people were iceskating, doing crosscountry skiing
or driving their four wheeler. It was very very nice!

Now we are expecting two guests from France which are going to stay at the farm for a
week. Next week we have our presentations. This term everyone choose individual topics
so we are going to present that:-)

